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Synopsis
This Book (007802563X) does not contain an access codeThe ISBN that contains the access code is: 1259279472
As the long-time #1 best-seller, Garrison has helped guide close to 3 million students through managerial accounting since it was first published. It identifies the three functions managers must perform within their organisations - plan operations, control activities, and make decisions - and explains what accounting information is necessary for these functions, how to collect it, and how to interpret it. Garrison's Managerial Accounting is known for its relevance, accuracy, and clarity. It is also unique in that the authors write the most important supplements that accompany the book: solutions manual, test bank, instructor's manual, and study guide making them both of high quality and extremely consistent with the textbook.
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Customer Reviews
Note that if you RENT this book, it DOES NOT come with the access code, despite the title of the order. If you rent it it will ONLY come with the PRINTED TEXTBOOK, even though when you buy the access code online (also less expensive) it comes WITH an e-textbook. So if all you need is an e-textbook and the online component (that you get through the access code) you SHOULD NOT rent this.

WOW! What a waste of paper. These authors are clearly paid by the page. This book is loaded with repeated, non-essential bulk filler that treats the reader literally like a grade school child. Unless you are required to use this book, keep looking.
This book is a little unclear in some areas, and is not an easy one to read through. I did not find this book enjoyable, nor did I completely understand all the topics discussed (until we went over them in class).

It doesn't come with a code, it's quite expensive and after you pay, you now you will need to pay more for the code.

The book is fine and contains great material that is easy to understand. McGraw Hill makes it sound like their Connect is a great tool. So I paid extra to get the Connect access code and discovered after the fact that my instructor does not use Connect, I could only use the self study portion of connect. However McGraw Hill does not support the edition of the book for which they sold me the Connect access code. They would not refund the Connect fee because I did not purchase from them, even though they falsely advertised the usability. McGraw hill Connect is a rip-off, do not spend the money on their Connect service unless you are certain your book is supported. I'm surprised that a company as well known would provide such poor and false service.

terrible to read. So many charts and EXHIBITs inside the book. For example, "Please refer 7-11 to see the step, and please see chart 7-2 to find out more information." It waste so many time to find out the charts and I spend so much time to find out the pages in stand of reading the material. Also, it is expensive and wordy. I will not buy this book if I could choose again.

I tutor this course and the book is very thorough. In some respects it seems like a textbook for a more advanced course, not first year Accounting. The examples are good and the book goes into great detail - sometimes too much detail for my students. It is a very good book for first year Accounting students that are planning to major in Accounting.
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